
REPS Meeting Agenda and Minutes 

Thursday, January 8, 2015, 6pm ET 

 

Attendees: Casey Davis, Dan Bullman, Rose Oliveira, Mary Richardson, VivianLea 

Solek, Chris Markman, Annalisa Moretti, Allyson Glazier 

 

Items: 

1. REPS Skill-shares 

Casey has a phone call planned for the 12 or 13th to talk to someone from the Education 

Committee about next steps.  Casey has emailed the pros on this, and the response was 

“let’s have a phone call.”  So trying to figure out coordination with Education 

Committee.  Hoping the planning can be more impromptu and less official so we don’t have 

to go through the long process of getting information out via communications committee.   

  

2. Update from Rose and Dan on outreach to students 

Orientation is around the corner, and Rose will go again.  She is representing both REPS 

and SCOSA.  Not ready for buttons yet b/c we need to figure out design.  Buttons would be 

great for the Spring conference, but we need to price this.  We only 50 dollars for swag so 

do we want to go the buttons route or print cardstock information handout.  Rose and Dan 

brainstorm: Maybe have Rebecca come and do an AV workshop in Feb.  Want to have 

some sort of event so can promote spring meeting.  Social event at the end of the semester 

when there is less pressure to attend.  Trying to coordinate with other groups.  SCOSA is 

eager to collaborate.  Unfortunately, Education Committee wants to make the AV workshop 

a NEA Workshop.  But maybe we can make this work since the NEA workshop would be 

farther out timeline wise so the student one can be an AV 101 and the NEA one can be AV 

102.     

  

3. Education Committee Career Development workshop -- REPS “New Professional” 

instructor/facilitator 

Casey’s been working with Amanda Strauss on this.  The workshop will be on a weekend 

and online.  They also want the instructor/facilitator to be from REPS.   

  

4. Gearing up for Spring Meeting 

We still have money we can spend.  We will definitely have a business meeting.  The 

roundtable sessions are Friday 3:30-4:30pm.  Saturday around 4:30 might be the best time 

for an informal meetup since the last session ends at 3:30.   



Fundraiser for Spontaneous Scholarship.  The question is what do? Maybe a raffle of some 

sort.  Silent auction?  Auction of volunteers?: people would have pay money for a student, 

early professional to volunteer 8 hours.   

Formal business meeting.  We need to get press going for this soon, and we should invite 

MARAC too.  Set aside 30 minute window to share ideas with MARAC group.  Casey will 

email about making sure we have our own space b/c last year we were all together and 

REPS was pretty loud.   

The REPS session happens on 11am on Saturday.  Casey will follow up with presenters to 

make sure everyone is still willing to present, and make sure everyone understands the 

format of a lightning talk. 

  

5. Other updates 

Annalisa has been a little behind on the website due to her new job.  An email will be sent to 

Ex Officio members so tasks can be delegated to make things move a little 

smoother.  Several of us have blogs to contribute.  Mary will put a call out on the listserv for 

volunteers for a committee to collaborate on the “Best Practices for Project Archivists” 

document. 

  

6. Other ideas for 2015 REPS programming? (another Day of Service?) 

Definitely plan another back to school Day of Service in August.  That will give us a lot of 

time to plan it.  Newton, CT Historical Society will definitely have us back.  Cambridge 

Historical Society might be interested.  Hopefully, we can find a place in Rhode Island and 

Western Mass.  When we send our email, we can provide some examples of things we like 

to see like transcriptions for oral histories.   

  

7. Repository tour day idea (probably needs to wait until Spring?) 

5 different repository on a Saturday in the Spring.  Start one place then hop on the T and go 

to MIT, etc.  We need to start thinking about the route we would take.  It could become a 

NEA REPS and SCOSA co event. 

  

  

 


